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MK Diamond Introduces the MK-2014 Kohler Self-Propelled Concrete Saw 

The new MK-2014 Kohler Concrete Saw is designed for wet or dry, high production flat and 
general industrial application sawing. The heavy-duty steel, one piece box frame is precision jig 
welded and reinforced. This precisely reinforced steel construction with balanced weight 
distribution and ergonomic handlebars assures straight and accurate cutting as well as ease of 
operations preventing fatigue. Each solid rubber wheel is mounted on an axle for years of reliable 
use. The rear axle is rigid, while the front axle pivots allowing the blade to be lowered to the 
desired cutting depth. The positive screw feed provides precision control for raising and lowering 
the blade. The 18” blade provides a 6-5/8” depth of cut.

The Kohler Command Pro 14 horsepower engine is the professional standard for power and 
performance. It is designed for quiet operation with a fully integrated system, including oversized 
muffler, sound-deadening ally crankcase and silenced air intake, combine to create a smoother 
quieter performance. The Kohler advanced ignition system reduces fuel consumption, while the 
large-capacity fuel tank allows for longer runs between fill-ups. Combined these two features will 
save you money and time. The Quad-Clean Air Filter protects the engine from airborne 
contaminants that can easily clog traditional air filters. In colder months the Quad-Clean Air 
Filter can be reconfigured, without tools, in a matter of seconds to recycle engine heat. The 
Kohler Command Pro 14 is certified for both EPA and California emissions standards. 

MK-2014 Kohler Concrete Saw Features:
• One-piece box construction chassis made from 3/16" hot-rolled steel will not flex 
during operation

    • Powder-coated chassis resists peeling and corrosion
    • Cast-aluminum hinged blade guard
    • Stainless steel water distribution system supplies water to both sides of blade

• Blade guard mounts on both left- or right-hand side of saw and cuts within 2" of wall or 
curb
• Heavy-duty blade shaft supported by two 1-3/16", self-aligning pillow block bearings

    • Depth control assembly engineered for smooth, controlled blade insertion
    • Built-in tach/hour meter
    • Depth feed gauge indicator
   • Heavy-duty hydrostatic transmission with variable speed drive

• Durable 8"x 2 1/4" non-slip rubber wheels with maintenance-free hubs and roller 
bearing

    • Forward travel speed: 0-80'/minute
• Kohler Command Pro 14 horsepower engine

MK Diamond manufactures a wide variety of concrete saws engineered for high-performance and 
reliability. From lightweight portable saws for the general contractor, to high horsepower self-
propelled saws for the concrete professional, MK Diamond has the tools to complete any concrete 
project. A wide range of concrete and asphalt diamond blades, ranging from general purpose 
diamond blades to application-specific professional diamond blades are offered. Visit 
www.mkdiamond.com for more information or call 800/421-5830.


